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Mysteries of the DARK UNIVERSE

DARK MATTER:   
  Holds  together  galaxies
  and  other  large scale  structures
  [A  new  elementary particle ?]

DARK  ENERGY   :  
  Drives apart  galaxies 
  And other large scale  structures
  [The energy of vacuum  itself ?]





Island Universes ?
(Immanuel Kant) 

1920
“Great debate”
Shapley-Curtis
Nature of  the Nebulae



The mistery 
Of the Nebulae

The Messier
Catalogue
(1774)



M1: The CRAB
       Nebula



M31:
ANDROMEDA



Edwin Hubble 
(1923)

Discovery of the 
Expansion of the 
Universe.

Velocity of 
 Galaxies.



Rescaling of all distances. 

: present

: Universal time

: Scale 
  function



COMA  Galaxy Cluster

Optical X-ray
[hot gas  confned  by 
 deep gravitational well]Fritz  Zwicky  1933 

First argument for Dark Matter



VIRGO
CLUSTER



Bullet  CLUSTER    (2 colliding clusters)



MASS DISTRIBUTION  
(from gravitational lensing)



X-RAY  Emission
(gas of ordinary matter)

DARK  MATTER exists !
[and is NOT one of the 
known constituents of the 
Standard Model]





MILKY
WAY sun



Rescaling of all distances. 

: present

: Universal time

: Scale 
  function



Expansion and Redshift 

Photon emitted 
 At  time t

Wavelength 
 “stretched”
  by the expansion

Defnition of redshift z

Relation between
Redshift z and scale a(t)



ENERGY  evolution 

For relativistic
Particles  (E = p)

Energy  evolution with time.

Momentum associated
to  wavelength like in Quantum Mechanics/



Dynamics of the expansion:

Friedmann's equation.

[obtained   from
Einstein equations 
Of General Relativity]

Constant   K 
Geometry of Space



: Curvature
  radius of  space 



Derivation from elementary Newtonian dynamics
[wrong  motivation, but  right answer]:

Spherical symmetry:
Choose an arbitrary center point.
Defnition of  energy = Kinetic + Potential  



The Hubble “constant”  [constant in space  not in time]



Substitute:

Flat space



Curvature term

Geometry  defned  by   







Solutions  of Friedmann's  equation

Average Energy Density
of the Universe

Need one additional  equation “equation of  state”
For the evolution of rho(t).



Average energy density of  the universe at present:



Average energy density of  the universe at present:

 Energy associated
 to the vacuum.

 Equivalent to
 the introduction of a
“cosmological constant”



Particle
conservation

Particle
conservation
+ momentum
    redshift

.... the vacuum
 is the vacuum...



Particle
conservation

Particle
Conservation
+ momentum
    redshift

.... the vacuum
Is the vacuum...



Radiation Dominated

Matter Dominated

Vacuum  Dominated





ACCELERATED EXPANSION !!
Vacuum positive energy = Repulsion 



 Acceleration of the scale  a(t)
 from Einstein  equations

Acceleration involves  
Density  + pressure  of the  content of the universe. 



Vacuum  Pressure

Need to “pull” the piston



Friedmann's  equation 











Determination of the density  and
“equation  of state”  of the Universe.

1.  SN1a   luminosity – reshift relation

2.  Cosmic Microwave Backround Radiation
     Anisotropies

3.  Galaxy  Distributions





SN1a  as  
standard  candles









Large Scale  Galaxy  distributions 



It exists  (no  modifed gravity for the  bullet cluster!)

Good estimate of the  cosmological average  (22%)

Most of it is non baryonic

Most of it is “cold” 

It  cannot be  explained by the Standard  Model 
                                                  in Particle Physics !!

DARK  MATTER:   we  know   a lot :
...but we 
  do NOT know
  much more...



What is the Dark Matter ?



Artists 
 And
Dark Matter

Cold Dark  Matter
(Tate Gallery. London)

Cornelia
Parker





What is the Dark Matter ?

Possible  theoretical ideas

   Thermal Relic

   Axion

   Super-massive particles



What is the Dark Matter ?

Possible  theoretical ideas

   Thermal Relic

   Axion

   Super-massive particles

Discuss only this idea 
[perhaps the best motivated]
[Ofers the best  chances of discovery] 



Early  Universe
 was HOT

[Adiabatic
 Compression
  Of a fuid]

“COSMIC  SOUP”



Frequent reactions
Between  all particles
Present in the “soup”



THERMAL 
EQUILIBRIUM



Thermal  equilibrium 
Distribution 

Boson
fermion



High Temperature



Particle density 
starts to decrease
With respect to the case of small mass



 Particle anti-particle  annihilation 
 and the  “Relic Density”

[Pedagogical discussion]
 “box” of constant volume.
  Equal distributions for particle and anti-particle 

Velocity averaged  cross section
[in many cases                                       ]

Probability of  disappearance per unit  time



 Particle anti-particle  annihilation 
 and the  “Relic Density”

[Pedagogical discussion]
 “box” of constant volume.
  Equal distributions for particle and anti-particle 

Velocity averaged  cross section
[in many cases                                       ]

Evolution of the 
Particle density

Probability of  disappearance per unit  time



Time  evolution
Of  the density

Initial  condition

Solution

All particles annihilate.



Annihilation in an  Expanding Universe



Evolution equation
For the comoving
density

Solution

Diference with 
Respect  to the case
Of constant volume



Evolution equation
For the comoving
density

Solution

Diference with 
Respect  to the case
Of constant volume

Possible  convergent integral
For Finite  relic  density









The  “relic  density”  of a particle 
Is  determined  by its annihilation cross section

(several complications are  possible)

M 



The  “relic  density”  of a particle 
Is  determined  by its annihilation cross section

(several complications are  possible)

M 

Weak interaction mass scale



Dark Matter in the form of  WIMP's

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles

WIMP's  “miracle”



PHYSICS  beyond the STANDARD MODEL 
is  REQUIRED  to explain Dark Matter !!

Extension of the Standard Model
are  EXPECTED  at the  electroweak
mass scale 

These  extensions  can “naturally”   result in the
existence  of Dark Matter !
 



PHYSICS  beyond the STANDARD MODEL 
is  REQUIRED  to explain Dark Matter !!

Extension of the Standard Model
are  EXPECTED  at the  electroweak
mass scale  

These  extensions  can “naturally”   result in the
existence  of Dark Matter !

LHC/Dark Matter connection !!
 

Problems  with a  diferent status:
DM  problem :  direct observational puzzle.
New physics at EW  scale :   theoretically motivated prediction



Are  LHC/ILC  and  DARK Matter  searches 
studying the   same Physics ?



Are  LHC/ILC  and  DARK Matter  searches 
studying the   same Physics ?

This  is  certainly possibles !
[...  but not   necessary ... ]

The  physics  may or  may not be related 

Lines of  investigations  that are
independent  and  complementary 

Problems  with a  diferent status:
DM  problem :  direct observational puzzle.
New physics at EW  scale :   theoretically motivated prediction



Three roads to the  study   of  the
“WIMP”  hypothesis:

1.  Direct Detection

2.  Indirect Detection
     [Observation of annihilation products
      In our own Galaxy]

3.   Discovery of a  new stable particle
      In an accelerator [LHC]





MILKY
WAY sun



Astrophysical  information

Dark Matter 
density distribution

Velocity  distribution

[consistency requirement]

Dark  Matter in the Milky Way



Astrophysical  information

Dark Matter 
density distribution

Velocity  distribution

[consistency requirement]

Dark  Matter in the Milky Way

Problems: “The CUSP”

“Granularity”  [“the BOOST factor”]



Isothermal                                      (constant)
“NFW”  (Navarro-Frenk-Wolf)        (1/r  divergence)
“Moore”                                          (stronger divergence )      



Shape of the

“CUSP”



Numerical  Simulations of  
Structure  Formations









Signifcant
Structure in DM

“Boost factor”



Power injection  for  Dark Matter annihilation



Power  injection from   DM  annihilation 



Power  injection from   DM  annihilation 



“Granularity” boosts 
  the power output.

The “WIMP miracle”



Piero Ullio 



Annihilation  cross section

In  most models
DM particle =
Majorana particle

Inclusive 
spectra

Branching Ratios
 in diferent fnal states  F



DM – Nuclei    Elastic  Scattering

Direct detection
Accretion in Sun, Stars.... [efect on Star formation

 near the galactic center]



Photon emission from DM  annihilation



Photons  from Dark Matter

Adimensional
Angular factor

Spectrum



Eγ > 100 MeV



Angular dependence of the  Photon fux



Angular dependence of the  Photon fux



Photon  rate 



Fermi  sensitivity:    A = 9500  cm2





Charged  Particles:

Magnetic confnement
Energy Loss





Propagation
as difusion
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